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PART 1 – Matura grammar practice
TASK 1. Grammar Revision
Complete the sentences with the correct verb forms.

1.

By the time we ...................................................................................... (arrive) at the cinema, the ﬁlm
...................................................................................... (already/start).

2.

What ...................................................................................... (you/do) right now?
...................................................................................... (you/want) to go out?

3.

Yesterday he ...................................................................................... (drop) by unannounced when
we ...................................................................................... (watch) a ﬁlm.

4.

Can you hear that? It ...................................................................................... (sound) like a car
engine.

5.

What time ...................................................................................... (they/wake up) yesterday?

6.

Learning to play the violin isn’t easy, but I ......................................................................................
(slowly/get) better.

7.

She ...................................................................................... (open) the door
and ...................................................................................... (enter) the house.

TASK 2. Matura practice: Uzupełnianie par zdań brakującym wyrazem – wybór wielokrotny
For each pair of sentences choose one phrase (A, B or C) that best completes both the sentences.

1.

His family............................ to be pretty rich in the past.
I didn’t have a pen so I ............................ a pencil.
A. had

2.

B. pretended

C. used

I ............................ cereal for breakfast today.
We ............................ been there a few times before we went there last summer.
A. ate

3.

B. had

C. never

I don’t ............................ why he’s behaving like this.
What’s happening over there now? Move over! I can’t ............................ anything!
A. hear

4.

B. understand

C. see

I’m not sure this is such a good idea. What do you ............................ ?
I used to ............................ that moving house would be great, but I’ve changed my mind.
A. think

5.

B. believe

C. suggest

You missed the show – where ............................ you?
They got arrested while they ............................ trying to escape through the window.
A. went
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TASK 3. Matura practice: Parafraza fragmentów zdań – wybór wielokrotny
Complete the sentences with one of the options (A–C) that has the same meaning as the phrase/sentence
in bold.

1.

Sarah didn’t like sport in the past, but now she has quite an active lifestyle.
A. used to like
B. didn’t used to like
C. didn’t use to like

2.

I’m seeing Jerry.
A. looking at
B. understanding
C. meeting

3.

While we were getting in the car, it started raining.
A. After
B. As
C. By the time

4.

We have a chicken.
A. own
B. eat
C. are eating

5.

While I was packing, I noticed I didn’t have my jacket.
A. lost
B. used to lose
C. had lost
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PART 2 – Activating Vocabulary Plus
TASK 1. Put the words into the correct categories.

outgoing

wrinkles

book

houseboat

bald

mean

plump

freckles

arrive at

set off

coach

call off

casual

slow-witted

raft

villa

dyed

obese

get on

depart

bossy

sensitive

gifted

pale

caravan

hitchhike

youth hostel

check in/out of

gorgeous

describing people’s appearance

describing character

places and forms of transport

actions

TASK 2. From among the words in Task 1, choose and list below:

•

two words describing appearance

•

two words describing character

•

one place or form of transport

•

four actions
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